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Forum Leadership

- Forum Chair
  - Dave Hornford
    Integritas Solutions
- Forum Vice Chair
  - Tara Paider
    Nationwide Insurance
- Forum Director
  - Chris Forde
- Forum Support
  - Andrew Josey, Garry Doherty
Forum Facts

- >222 Member Companies
  - 22 Countries
  - 12 Vertical markets
Architecture Forum Strategy

- TOGAF
- Membership
- Extended Focus
- EA Profession
TOGAF Certification: Juggernaut

- TOGAF 9 Certification
  - 6,799 TOGAF 9 Certifications Monday AM
    (>6 this AM)
    ~1,500/ quarter
  - current trend may surpass TOGAF 8 on 2\textsuperscript{nd} anniversary

- TOGAF 8 Certified
  - 8,869 Registered Individuals
    Declining from 2 year renewal

- New certification under exploration
  - Practicing/ Doing
TOGAF 9 update

- Completing this week

- Focus on clarity & consistency
  - Chasing changes through the document
    - Change in Phase E deliverable
      - 6 point changes through document for consistency

- Special thanks
  - Mike Lambert, Bill Estrem, Kirk Hansen, Dave Hornford, Andrew Josey
TOGAF Activity

- TOGAF\textit{next}

- Forum selected 4 year cycle to TOGAF\textit{next}
  - February 2013

- \textit{Themes being confirmed this week}

- \textit{Themes}
  - Consumable
  - Extensible
  - Consistent
Archimate & Metamodel

- Project kicking off
- Two themes
  - TOGAF metamodel
  - Linkage to Archimate
- Balance association
Linkage

- Complete past week
  - SOA/TOGAF Practical Guide
  - Frameworx/TOGAF

- Working this week
  - TOGAF/ SABSA
    - Interesting work
    - Key objective is effective linkage
  - TOGAF for Small/Medium Enterprise

- Starting this week
  - Cloud/TOGAF
  - BAIN/TOGAF
Ongoing

- Localization
  - Polish Glossary final stage

- Certification
  - Tools
    - More than models
    - Broad areas of ‘tooling’
    - Content/ Repository/ Governance
TOGAF Modularity: the future

- Today somewhat monolithic & hard to manage

- Imagine a future…
  - clear separation between core method & guidance
  - guidance adaptable for vertical/ specialty
    - Real-time / Security
    - Oil & Gas / Financial Services
    - SABSA / DODAF